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	This book/eBook package is your guide to getting more interesting and creative photos with the 15.1 megapixel Canon EOS 50D. It discusses every camera setting on this high-quality camera in a clear, well-illustrated style, with many integrated tips and QuickSteps, but it also does much more. You'll also learn the concepts of photography as you learn why and when you use specific settings, not just how to set them. You'll find that this guide helps you quickly master your camera so you'll be able to get the kinds of photos you had hoped for.


	The printed edition of the book is black & white and has a well-liked spiral binding that lets the book lie flat or be folded back on itself.


	The eBook edition of the book, available as an instant download or on a CD disc, is a printable and searchable full-color version of the same book in Adobe's popular PDF format. You can print it out in whole or part in high resolution, and read it on a PC or Mac using the free Acrobat Reader, or any up-to-date Web browser. This eBook also includes clickable links to 50 or so animations, movies and other resources that illustrate the core concepts of digital photography such as exposure compensation, lens focal lengths, histograms, and much, much more. (To use these animations you do need an Internet connection.)


	Just some of the things you'll learn in this book are how to take pictures in fully automatic point and shoot mode and how your camera captures digital images; how to play back and manage your images; how to use buttons, dials, and menus; control image size and quality, including using the popular and high-quality RAW format; shoot continuously; use all of the camera's exposure modes and exposure controls to get photos that show the scene exactly as it is, or as you want to interpret it; use histograms for the best possible exposures; see how to control sharpness in your photographs; and how to use focus, depth-of-field, sharpness, softness, and blur creatively. Learn all about light and color and how to take advantage of them. Understand how they change throughout the day and seasons, how they're affected by the weather, and how light's direction and quality affects highlights and shadows. See how to set white balance to capture colors the way you see them. Learn how to use your zoom lens creatively when photographing scenery, interiors, people, and very small subjects. See how to creatively use the built in, and optional external flash, indoors and out and in good light and bad, and how to use studio lighting for product shots and portraits. Explore little known but essential flash techniques such as fill and slow sync flash. Finally, see how to use Live View, continuous photography, picture styles, and remote control photography; customize the camera to better suit your shooting style; and care for your camera.
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Facebook Cookbook: Building Applications to Grow Your Facebook EmpireO'Reilly, 2008
Want to build Facebook applications that truly stand out among the thousands already available? In addition to providing easy-to-follow recipes that offer practical ways to design and build scalable applications using the Facebook Platform and its new profile design, this Cookbook also explains proven strategies for attracting users in this highly...
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Expert Oracle Database Architecture: 9i and 10g Programming Techniques and SolutionsApress, 2005
The inspiration for the material contained in this book comes from my experiences developing
Oracle software, and from working with fellow Oracle developers and helping them build
reliable and robust applications based on the Oracle database. The book is basically a reflection
of what I do every day and of the issues I see people...
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Challenges in Computational Statistics and Data Mining (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2015

	This volume contains nineteen research papers belonging to the


	areas of computational statistics, data mining, and their applications. Those papers, all written specifically for this volume, are their authors’ contributions to honour and celebrate Professor Jacek Koronacki on the occcasion of his 70th birthday. The
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The Definitive Guide to Samba 3Apress, 2004
If you're familiar with Unix administration, TCP/IP networking, and other  common Unix servers, and you want to learn how to deploy Samba, this book is  ideal for you. With this book as a guide, you can quickly configure a basic  Samba server and then move on to learn about Samba's more exotic features,  including those new to Samba 3.0. The...
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Pitch: Neural Coding and Perception (Springer Handbook of Auditory Research)Springer, 2005

	Although pitch has been considered an important area of auditory research since the birth of modern acoustics in the 19th century, some of the most significant developments in our understanding of this phenomenon have occurred comparatively recently. In auditory physiology, researchers are now identifying cells in the brainstem and cortex...
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Biz-War and the Out-of-Power Elite: The Progressive-Left Attack on the CorporationLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
It is the argument of this book that the contemporary Progressive movement in the United States, designed to replace the Liberalism whose demise was the object and accomplishment of the Reagan Revolution, is the product of a series of strategic experiments and decisions by activists in organized labor, in the environmental and human rights...
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